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A HEADLINE-GRABBING GAZEBO

It included an orangery, high-speed lifts and 
a central glass atrium surrounded by offices 
and restaurants. 

By 1991 the plans had been shelved and 
replaced by... a glass canopy.

0r as some might call it - a gazebo.

The kiosks and walkways never materialised.

In the late 1980s, a multi-million 
pound refurb was proposed to prop 
up the fortunes of Anglia Square. 
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Benches eating people
Mouldy burger stay put
Bins open their mouths
Cars running quickly
Motorbikes shriek
Raindrops spit
Lampposts flick their eyelids
Brooms show their brown teeth
Anglia Square is splintered

by Lyra

Trollies dancing in the shops all day long
Shoes hoping to be loved
Shops sobbing all the time
Bins waiting to eat empty crisp bags
Houses keep their mouths shut
Buses being sick
Benches feeling tired

by Emilija

Bins bellies gurgling for more trash
Buildings waiting to tumble down
Empty shops sobbing for more customers
Benches weightlifting people
Benches secretly listening to all the gossip
Books praying to be read
Sausage rolls sizzling in a pan
Steaming coffee cooling down
Lonely shops waiting for a crowd
Mops swish, swooping across the floor
Miserable shops sighing tragically
Eager brushes scrubbing the dirty tragic floor
Stinking floors waiting for cleaners

by Elsie 

The Year 3 children at George White Junior worked on photographing Anglia Square, 
capturing odd angles and exploring texture and pattern. 



Empty shops waiting for customers
Tired benches need a rest
Empty shops sorrowfully sobbing
Bins hungry for empty crisp packets
Empty buildings hoping for people
Busy shoes scuttle along
Empty shoe shops need feet
Nosey benches listen to gossip

by Cally

Rubbish gliding through the air
Hungry bin waiting for more trash
Lonely shops crying for more customers
Toys dancing in the shop window
Cinema that is unloved 
Busses chugging unhappily
Cars running away
Loud trucks walking away
Anglia Square is grey and drump

by Emily

Silent cinema full of dust
Coffee waiting patiently
Dejected shops waiting to be loved
Tired bags full of food
Busy shoes walking all day
Buses groan as they stop and go
Joyful toys dancing alone
Prams tired of carrying babies
Smiley hotdogs having a yummy shower of mayo
Anglia square is full of fun

by Kristina

The wonderful photographs formed the basis of these bright and bold ‘Pop Art’ 
screen prints and were a stimulus for the accompanying poetry.


